YouTube™ Clips for Individuals Who Experience an Arm Amputation

Compiled By: Therese Willkomm, PhD

1. The Luke Arm:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0_mLumx-6Y

2. Prosthetic Arm Tip #1- holding a knife:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AR3bst7uSzI

3. Prosthetic Arm Tip #2 - tying a shoe:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXqtJBce0H4&feature=related

4. One Handed Tricks - opening bottles:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4e1CFBfiBY&feature=related

5. How to open a can with one hand:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ma0vliJKC_0&feature=related

6. Prosthetic Options: body powered prosthetic hook:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii7ByNe5SiM&feature=related

7. Prosthetic Options: Myo-electric hook and hand:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCSVkkhSy3M&feature=related

8. Prosthetic Arm Tip #5 - turning a car key:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB4F7HhF4AU&feature=related

9. Prosthetic Options: A device for using in the gym:
   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tOkq1bnIIE&feature=related

10. Double arm amputee puts on prosthetics:
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLOSKYcfTw0&feature=related

11. Prosthetic Options: finish and artwork:
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JS2qFUkP1U
12. Prosthetic Maintenance: Changing the hook bands:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0TO22WmWOc&feature=related

13. One handed typing options:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hn08u10eU7Q&feature=related

14. One handed typing glove:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HORAjrRWbo&feature=related

15. Foot steering:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPLlo9C9iVw

16. Cable connector - Otto Bock 10A80 Movo Hook 2 Grip:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58AeaegOT14&NR=1

17. Regular size prosthetic components on long below elbow stump:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVQGICHTStw&feature=related

18. Typing with Otto Bock prosthetic hand (system hand, voluntary opening):  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsQh0Brx70&feature=related

19. Swap terminal device - cable controlled prosthesis - Otto Bock:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTe1TVGNNi&NR=1

20. Hook joint - Otto Bock 10A80 Movo Hook 2 Grip:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3l2GEYaO0M&feature=related

21. World's first bionic hand - VOA Story:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ychKS9xYQFY

22. Myo-electric prosthetic upper limb:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luEX6PPksLc&feature=related

23. Bionic hand is a reality:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkxuJWlquuQ&feature=related